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Abstract 

The production of textiles counts among the oldest manufacturing branches. After 

first cottage/home handworking phase, the textile sector existentially dependent on 

the multistep compilation of processes and processing starting by raw fibrous 

materials through the fabric production and wet processings early set out the 

strategy of industrialization. Textile manufactures were among pioneers of the first 

industrial revolution (steam revolution). From singular processes of textile 

manufactures grew up the systematic vertically structured productions. Incipient 

processing of local resources grew thanks to the expansion of railway transport and 

shipment into the extended range of fibres, namely cotton. Advances in chemistry 

constantly provide new opportunities – synthetic fibres, dyes and speciality 

chemicals take part in continuous textile branch innovation and efficiency of 

production. Textile finishing chemicals are used to foster the growth of innovations, 

to improve functionality and comfort. They are used to convert textile materials into 

technical textiles and to customise their properties as requested by clients. Fashion, 

comfort and new functionalities – these are the ever challenging promoters of 

innovation – for both B2C and B2B markets. Textiles are everywhere! 

We are living in the era of globalization. The traditional textile regions are faced with 

rising competition of developing countries. However, the traditional consumers 

market in the industrialised part of world – namely in Europe – must inevitably follow 

the high added value innovations. Thanks to ageing of population market volumes in 

the area of consumers textiles move from the visible fashion to the invisible 

functionalities supporting comfort and protection. Textile producers here need to 

care about significantly growing potential market with technical textiles. It is 

perceived that extending end uses for technical textiles will increase yearly, requiring 

modification of commodity fibres and fabric properties as an alternative process of 

finishing to high-performance, inherently functional fibres. This part of globalised 

market for apparel, household and technical textiles will continually set off and 

stimulate the growth in niche markets. Production engineering know-how needs to 

be supported by knowledge of evolutionary trends of potential new end-use markets 

and related standards. Closeness of producer and end-user and intensive support of 

joint strategic collaboration facilitate the consumer-oriented strategies and 

sustainability of productions. 



 

 

Contrary to the expanding markets in the developing countries with steadily growing 

population, majority of young generation inclines to the booming popularity of local 

brands and rising purchasing power. Massive investments, strong position on the 

side of systematic control of resources (fibres, dyes and chemicals) with 

governmental policies of their local utilization could lead to a problem in Europe and 

highly developed industrial countries – shortage of the raw materials. With no raw 

materials, innovation and growth of high-added value products don´t work. 

Sustainability of resources and efficient, cleaner productions are becoming the key 

to the growth of added value markets. Dematerialization of production and a step 

forward into circular economy will act as an inevitable supporting element. 

Our world of textile chemistry will be boosted by a number of emerging technologies 

– like nano-, bio technology. New challenging impulses will set up completely new 

dimensions of smart textiles, health care and elderly people life comfort tools. 

Wearable flexible electronics will be embedded into large-area structures of widely 

used textile carriers. Environmentally friendly processes will meet the requirements 

of new resource-, water- and energy-efficient processing principles. Replacement of 

harsh chemistry and elimination of the strong dependence on limited fossil 

resources with industrial biotechnology and renewable local resources will multiply 

the role of multidisciplinary and more effective transfer of innovations from the R&D 

to the flexible industrial production sphere.  

First voluntary initiatives of textile chemists and colourists on the European 

continent arose more than a hundred years ago (1908) just in this region – one of 

the traditional regions of textile industry and textile chemistry. Steadily growing, 

they became an integral part of continual support of professional experience and 

practical skill communication. No doubt about the need to continue. Tremendous 

movements forward and speed of innovations depend strongly on widening of 

information exchange – on the interdisciplinary as well as more international base. 

Let’s try to care about it also during this congress. 

Warmly welcome to the 24th IFATCC congress. 



 

 

 


